AT THE RIGHT TIME:
MATERIALS FOR CHILDREN EXPERIENCING DIVORCE

Chelsea Pemberton, Online MLIS Program • Megan Barnes, Residential MLIS Program
Sponsored by Carol Mapp, Licensed Clinical Social Worker, Integrated Healthworks

CONCEPT

- Librarians
  - Information Experts
  - Collection Development
- Counselors
  - Love Helping Others
  - Counselors
  - Understand the Power of Books
- Therapy Experts

METHOD

- Establish needs
- Research materials
- Review materials
- Annotate and organize final product

PRODUCT

- Annotated Bibliography
  - Over 40 titles
  - Ages 3-5, 6-8, 9-12+
  - Parent Resources Included
  - Indexed by title, author, and age group for quick searching

IMPACT

MENTAL HEALTH PROFESSIONALS
- Building Professional Collection
- Updated Bibliotherapy Resource

FAMILIES
- Discreet Book Selection
- Provide Comfort and Guidance to All Ages

LIBRARIANS
- Readers’ Advisory Tool
- Quick Reference for Topics of Broad Interest Related to Divorce

NEXT STEPS
- Research New Channels of Distribution
- Create Related Resources